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Abstract. Citing data is crucial for acknowledging and recognizing the
contributions of experts, scientists, and institutions in creating and main-
taining high-quality datasets. It ensures proper attribution and supports
reproducibility in scientific research. While data citation methods have
focused on structured or semi-structured datasets, there is a need to
address the citation of web rankings. Web rankings are significant in
scientific literature, information articles, and decision-making processes.
However, citing web rankings presents challenges due to their dynamic
nature. In response, we introduce a new ”citation ranking” model and
the Unipd Ranking Citation tool, designed to generate persistent and
machine-readable citations, enhancing reproducibility and accountabil-
ity in scientific research and general contexts. It is a user-friendly, open-
source Chrome extension that employs ontology and RDF graphs for
machine understanding and future reconstruction of rankings.
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1 Introduction

Data citation has become a central topic in the scholarly domain and has a
central role in science communication. Research on data citation has primar-
ily revolved around two key aspects: establishing fundamental principles and
developing architectural and computational solutions. Notably, two prominent
international initiatives have been dedicated to defining the core principles for
data citation. The first initiative, CODATA, published a comprehensive report
on data citation principles in 2013 [1]. The second initiative, FORCE 11, pre-
sented a consolidated set of principles derived from various working groups in
2014 [12]. These principles underscore that data should be considered a research
object worthy of citation, ensuring due recognition for data curators. Further-
more, they outline several key criteria that a citation should uphold, including:

– Enabling identification and access to the referenced data.
– Ensuring the persistence of data identifiers and associated metadata, ad-

dressing the issue of fixity.
– Guaranteeing the completeness of the reference, encompassing all necessary

information for data interpretation and comprehension, even beyond the
data’s lifespan.
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– Promoting citation interoperability, allowing humans and machines to inter-
pret and utilize the citations effectively.

Citing data is essential to acknowledge and recognize the contributions made by
experts, scientists, and institutions who invest resources and expertise in creat-
ing, curating, and maintaining high-quality datasets. By citing data, we ensure
that credit is properly attributed to those who deserve it. These datasets are
crucial in conducting experiments, testing hypotheses, and advancing scientific
knowledge. As their usage becomes more prevalent, it is crucial to acknowledge
the efforts and dedication of those involved in producing and maintaining such
valuable resources. Furthermore, data citation is vital in facilitating reproducibil-
ity in scientific research. We establish a permanent reference to the exact dataset
or specific subset utilized in a series of experiments by including data citations.
This ensures that others can easily locate and access the same data, enabling
them to replicate the research findings and validate the results. Data citations
serve as valuable pointers to the precise location of the data for reuse, making
data more findable and promoting transparency and accountability in scientific
investigations.

The primary emphasis in data citation methods has centered on citing struc-
tured or semi-structured datasets [24]. The aim has been to ensure the persis-
tence of citations to specific portions of datasets [20], such as queries to rela-
tional [28] or graph databases [23]. Additionally, efforts have been directed to-
ward enabling the retrieval of the exact same data being referenced over time [19].
Another critical aspect is ensuring the accuracy and comprehensiveness of the
data citations, guaranteeing that they provide the necessary information to ac-
curately locate and understand the referenced data. The applications of data
citation encompass various domains, including the citation of CSV files, scien-
tific centralized or federated databases, result tables generated by web applica-
tions, collections of objects obtained through interactive processes, and result
sets derived from analytics methods.

Our research primarily focuses on addressing the overlooked aspect of cit-
ing web rankings. Web rankings are generated by web applications that utilize
search engines to provide relevant data or documents in response to specific user
queries. Typically, a user expresses their information needs through a keyword
query, and the resulting ranking represents a list of potentially relevant objects
for that query. Prominent examples of web rankings include those generated
by web search engines like Google and Bing and academic search engines like
Google Scholar or Scopus for literature searches. However, search engines are also
employed by social networks like Twitter, which generate rankings of relevant
tweets based on specific hashtags or keywords. Web rankings play a significant
role in scientific literature. For instance, researchers may utilize web rankings
to illustrate previous studies’ absence by searching on platforms such as Google
Scholar or PubMed. They may also present a collection of relevant tweets on
a trending societal topic to provide context and motivation for a study. Addi-
tionally, web rankings can support decision-making processes by showcasing the
results of a patent search on a specialized search engine.
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We introduce “citation ranking,” a model and an open tool designed to gen-
erate FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable) citations for web
rankings. The main challenge we address is the creation of persistent, human-
and machine-readable citations for web rankings, which are inherently dynamic
and subject to change due to various factors, including user preferences and
contextual settings. With “citation ranking,” we aim to enable stable referenc-
ing to transient web rankings. Currently, it is not feasible to mention a specific
ranking, such as papers, web pages, or tweets, and allow third parties, including
researchers and the general public, to reproduce and verify the existence of that
specific ranking. This poses a significant obstacle to reproducibility and account-
ability in scientific research and general information articles where web rankings
are frequently cited as evidence.

We provide a user-friendly tool that ensures web rankings can be treated
as stable and citable objects: the Unipd Ranking Citation tool. By doing so, we
aim to promote reproducibility and accountability in scientific endeavors and
general contexts where web rankings are utilized as evidence. The ultimate goal
is to enhance the reliability and transparency of information derived from web
rankings, fostering a more robust and trustworthy knowledge ecosystem.

This work provides the first free-to-use and open-source tool to create FAIR
and persistent citations of Web rankings. The ranking citation tool is provided as
a Chrome plug-in/extension easily usable from a commonly employed browser.
We provide a citation model for Web rankings, including human- and machine-
readable serializations of the ranking to be cited. To this end, we defined an
ontology to create machine-readable Resource Description Framework (RDF)
graphs serializing the ranking, enabling inference, machine-understanding, and
the reconstruction of the ranking for future purposes. Currently, the Unipd Rank-
ing Citation tool works for Google Scholar, Google, Bing, Scopus, and Twitter.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 overviews state of
the art in data citation, reporting the necessity to cite Web rankings and the
absence of viable solutions. Section 3 presents the citation model for Web rank-
ings. Section 4 details the Unipd Ranking Citation tool technical architectures
explaining how it has been implemented as an extension of Chrome. Section 5
describes a use case based on Google Scholar. Finally, Section 6 draws some final
remarks.

2 Background

Within the Research Data Alliance (RDA) initiative, two working groups specif-
ically address the topic of data citation. The first is the Data Citation Working
Group (WG), 1 which focuses on establishing methodologies for persistently cit-
ing subsets of data derived from queries to structured databases. It aims to
develop approaches that enable accurate and traceable referencing of specific
data portions obtained through querying structured databases.

1 https://www.rd-alliance.org/groups/data-citation-wg.html [visited on 22
May 2023]
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The second working group is the Complex Citation WG, 2 which concen-
trates on the citation and distribution of credit for extensive collections of ob-
jects. Their focus extends beyond individual data subsets and encompasses the
citation practices and mechanisms for acknowledging and attributing credit to
large-scale collections of diverse objects. The objective is to devise methods that
facilitate proper citation and recognition for researchers and contributors in cre-
ating and curating such extensive collections. Both working groups within the
RDA initiative play crucial roles in advancing the field of data citation by ad-
dressing different aspects of citation methodology. By studying and providing
solutions for persistent data subset citation and complex object collection cita-
tion, these groups contribute to establishing standardized practices that enhance
traceability, reproducibility, and credit attribution in data-intensive research.
The activities undertaken by these working groups do not specifically tackle the
challenge of citing web rankings. However, it is worth noting that the Data Ci-
tation Working Group recognizes the citation of information retrieval rankings,
such as those generated by search engines, as a critical issue to address for en-
suring the reproducibility of scientific research [21]. To our knowledge, no viable
solutions have been proposed to tackle the issue.

[24] provides an extensive overview of state of the art in data citation up
to 2018, where the citation of web rankings is never mentioned. Over the past
five years, there has been a notable increase in awareness regarding the sig-
nificance of data citation, leading to the establishment of guidelines for cit-
ing datasets by many publishing houses (e.g., Springer Nature [15] and Else-
vier).3 Various domains, including neuroimaging [13], geoscience [2, 16], and
biology [18, 22, 26], have explored the incorporation of data citation practices
into their research outputs. Numerous studies have delved into the distribution of
credit among large groups of scientists who contribute to datasets or data aggre-
gations [7, 8, 11, 17, 27]. These works have proposed novel measures, introduced
new authorship categories, and explored credit distribution mechanisms [9, 10].
Considerable efforts have also been invested in developing infrastructures for
depositing datasets, ensuring comprehensive descriptions, and enhancing their
discoverability and accessibility [5, 6].

Data citation in scholarly graphs has been recognized for its impact and im-
portance. Efforts have been made to extend existing citation graphs to include
data, enabling seamless integration of datasets [4]. Furthermore, studies have
examined the relationship between datasets and scholarly papers in the scien-
tific discourse, uncovering the connections between them [14]. These endeavors
contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of research and facilitate the
effective dissemination and utilization of data in scholarly communication [3].

However, despite these initiatives and advancements, none have explicitly
targeted rankings’ citations. While the importance of data citation has been

2 https://www.rd-alliance.org/groups/complex-citations-working-group [vis-
ited on 22 May 2023]

3 https://www.elsevier.com/authors/tools-and-resources/research-data [vis-
ited on 22 May 2023]
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acknowledged and pursued in various disciplines, the specific challenge of citing
web rankings remains unaddressed.

3 Citation Model

In data citation, two fundamental elements comprise a citation: the data ob-
ject being referenced and the accompanying reference or citation snippet that
describes the cited data. The data object must possess persistence, ensuring its
continuous accessibility in the exact form as initially cited. Conversely, the refer-
ence should possess reusability, allowing machines and humans to interpret and
utilize it effectively. Furthermore, the reference should conform to a consistent
format observed by other citations referencing the same class of objects, ensuring
correctness and completeness. Lastly, an essential characteristic of the reference
is its ease of creation, avoiding the need for manual effort during the citation
process.

The dynamic and transient nature of web rankings stems from their sus-
ceptibility to change based on factors such as the user initiating the query, the
contextual circumstances surrounding it, and updates to the underlying index.
Therefore, ensuring the longevity of web rankings requires storing them in a
format that facilitates long-term preservation while simultaneously enabling ma-
chine interpretation and human comprehension.

To ensure human readability, we capture a screenshot(s) of the webpage(s)
displaying the ranking to be cited in the PNG (Portable Network Graphics)
format. The PNG format is a lossless compressed format widely recognized for
its suitability in the long-term preservation of images. It is recommended by
institutions such as the Library of Congress for its preservation qualities. 4

To ensure machine readability, two main steps are taken. Firstly, essential
information from the web ranking, including the title, description snippet, URL,
position on the page, user, settings, and the main characteristics of the search
engines, is extracted. This process involves capturing the key textual components
that determine the ranking. This extracted information creates an RDF graph.
The RDF graph is a structured representation of the extracted data, enabling
machines to interpret and process the information effectively. The key textual
elements forming the ranking can be reconstructed from the RDF graph, facil-
itating machine-based analysis and utilization of the ranking data. Of course,
an external service or web application can employ the RDF graph to produce a
human-readable replica of the original ranking.

To enhance the machine interpretability of the created RDF graph, we have
developed a concise ontology, i.e., the Ranking Citation Ontology (RCO). This
ontology serves the purpose of representing the specific domain of interest. Figure
1 reports the graphical representation of the RCO, publicly available at https:
//rankingcitation.dei.unipd.it/ontology/. We can see that the class User

4 See https://www.loc.gov/preservation/resources/rfs/stillimg.html and
https://howtofair.dk/how-to-fair/file-formats/ [last visited on 24 May
2023].
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Fig. 1: A graphical representation of the Ranking Citation Ontology

models the user issuing a Search Query to a System. The key properties are the
language of the query, the active filters (if any), the text of the query, and the
number of result pages the system displayed. The Search Query produces a
Ranking Snapshot, which is what we capture (the number of pages captured
is a user setting). The Ranking Snapshot is composed of a list (i.e., an RDF

List) of Search Results. A Search Result comprises several properties such
as the title, the URL, and the current page meaning in which web page the
result is displayed. Moreover, we also store the authors and the publication year
for search systems like Google Scholar, where a search result corresponds to a
scientific paper. Finally, we represent the user and system Settings such as the
browser type, version, language, operating system, and if the user was logged in
when performing the search.

In the final step, we package the citation artifact using the Research Ob-
ject (RO) Crate [25]. RO Crate is an openly developed specification offering a
lightweight and adaptable packaging format for research objects. It is a struc-
tured container encompassing research data, metadata, and contextual infor-
mation to ensure their integrity, provenance, and discoverability. The format
relies on JSON-LD with schema.org annotations, providing a means for data
persistence and ensuring long-term accessibility. The RO Crate ontology defines
the vocabulary and relationships utilized to describe the contents within an RO
Crate. We employ RO Crate to describe the objects stored to preserve a web
ranking, associate the screenshot images with the RDF graph, and makes the
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Fig. 2: The ranking citation pipeline.

entire citation bundle interpretable. Additionally, the RO Crate contains meta-
data related to the user, such as their name, ORCID, and affiliation, enabling
appropriate attribution of generated citations to the respective user and insti-
tution. To facilitate data deposition and guarantee long-term accessibility with
robust preservation practices, we combine RO Crate with Zenodo. This inte-
gration allows for the seamless deposition of the citation bundle while ensuring
enduring accessibility and preservation of the data.

Figure 2 illustrates the key components of the ranking citation model. The
process begins with a user issuing a query to a search engine, which generates
a ranking. When the user requests a citation for the ranking, three distinct
objects are generated and bundled within an RO Crate. These objects include
the screenshot images, the RDF graph, and the RO-Crate metadata file. The
RO Crate, containing these objects, is then securely stored in Zenodo for long-
term preservation, ensuring the persistence and accessibility of the citation. As
a result, a consistent citation snippet can be generated, allowing for proper
referencing of the ranking.

4 Architecture and Implementation of the Ranking
Citation Tool

We developed the proposed model as a Chrome plugin/extension, seamlessly in-
tegrating it into a browser for easy use by stakeholders. The ”Unipd Ranking
Citation Tool” plugin was built using the Chrome Extension CLI development
structure. This framework provides a predefined structure with essential folders
and source files. The ”src” folder contains the background script, content script,
popup script, and stylesheets for HTML pages. The ”public” folder includes
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Fig. 3: The Unipd Ranking Citation Tool architecture diagram

HTML files, including the code for the options page. It also houses subdirec-
tories for storing the required icons and the vital ”manifest.json” file. This file
contains crucial information about the extension, such as its name, version, per-
missions, and declared scripts, enabling proper loading and execution in the
browser. The Chrome Extension CLI also configures Webpack by providing the
necessary configuration files. This integration enables quick and simple devel-
opment with an automatic reload feature, ensuring that any code changes are
immediately reflected in the extension. Furthermore, it simplifies the compila-
tion and packaging process of the extension. The ‘build‘ folder is continuously
updated throughout the development process to contain all the finalized files
required for using and testing the extension in Chrome. This folder encapsulates
the compiled and packaged extension, ready for deployment. The Chrome Ex-
tension CLI provides access to Node.js and the Node Package Manager (NPM)
for efficient dependency management. This integration enables the easy inclusion
and management of external libraries or frameworks.

In Figure 3 we can see the main components of the Unipd Ranking Citation
Tool and how they interact. After installing the tool, the background script
activates the onInstalled listener (step [1] in Figure 3). This listener triggers the
openOptionsPage function, which directs the user to the options page specified
in the manifest file (step [2]). On this page, the user can configure the settings
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4: Unipd Ranking Citation Tool: Setting page.

of the extension. In Figure 4, the main settings are displayed, including the
Zenodo or Zenodo Sandbox account details, username, and ORCID. The user
can choose the Zenodo sandbox for creating temporary or trial citations, or the
Zenodo real instance for permanent citations. There are additional sections where
users can add keywords for deposit metadata and specify additional authors
or collaborators for the project/research. The user must input the respective
individuals’ names and ORCID for these sections. Finally, a section is dedicated
to selecting the desired number of pages to capture during the research process.

After filling in all the required input fields, the user can save the settings
by clicking the corresponding button. This action triggers a callback function
that utilizes the integrated Chrome Storage API (step [3]) to save the data. The
Storage API provides functions for asynchronous data manipulation, such as set-
ting, updating, retrieving, and deleting data, specifically tailored for extensions.
Our tool utilizes the ”chrome storage sync” area, which synchronizes the data
across all Chrome browsers where the user is logged in. If syncing is disabled, it
behaves similarly to ”storage.local,” meaning that the data is cleared when the
extension is removed. Using the ”chrome storage sync set” function, the saved
data is automatically populated in the input fields whenever the options page is
reopened, enabling user editing.

Once the settings configuration is complete, users can access the extension’s
popup, which first checks if the current page URL is supported by the tool (see
step [4] in Figure 3). If not supported, a message is displayed indicating that
citations are unavailable on the current page. Below this message, the ”Your
Citations” section appears, displaying a list of citation cards from previous cap-
tures. The ”Your Citations” section remains visible regardless of the visited site.
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If the user opens the extension on a compatible page, the popup displays a
button for capturing data. When clicked, the popup script sends a message to
the content script injected into the currently viewed page (see step [13]). The
browser’s message-passing framework facilitates communication between these
scripts. In this case, a one-time JSON-serializable message is sent using the ”run-
time.sendMessage” function, which includes information about the active page.
On the receiving end, the content script implements a ”runtime.onMessage” lis-
tener to capture any message containing the keyword ’START’ (see [5]). Upon
receiving such a message, the content script captures the required data from the
result page (see [6]).

The content script initially defines the RDF graph’s necessary classes, data,
and object properties. It then analyzes the page’s Document Object Model
(DOM) to extract data related to the SearchQuery, System, RankingSnapshot,
Settings, and User classes. After collecting the required data, the content script
adds the individuals to a JavaScript object that will compose the graph. Finally,
the content script sends a response message containing the RDF graph stored
as a JSON object back to the popup (see step [7]).

After receiving the content’s response, the popup initiates a new simple one-
time request to communicate with the background script, sending the received
data as the payload. The background script receives the message and opens
multiple new pages based on the extension’s options settings. The tool utilizes the
”chrome.tabs.create” function from the integrated ”chrome.tabs” API to create
these new pages. It is important to note two aspects in this process: firstly, the
filters set during the search process are maintained on the newly opened pages,
ensuring consistency. Secondly, a new script is injected into each opened page
using the ”chrome.scripting.executeScript” function. These injected JavaScript
files are responsible for gathering the remaining data necessary for ranking the
results. They employ a similar approach to scrape the DOM as described earlier.

The captured ranks consider both the ”currentPage” parameter, indicating
the page where they are found, and the order assigned by the ranking. Each
injected script sends the collected data back to the background script through
a one-time request. The background script waits until all the scripts have been
completed before proceeding. At this stage, the tool enters the upload phase
(step [12]). In the first phase, an RO Crate is created by defining a JSON object
that encapsulates all the entities within the Crate. This object includes the
context and the graph representing the generated output files, ensuring proper
organization within the deposit. Subsequently, the JSON object containing the
gathered data and the RO Crate are converted into JavaScript File variables,
preparing them for publication.

Next, the deposited metadata is defined, including the title, notes, descrip-
tion, keywords, and authors specified in the options. The files are sent to the
server using the JavaScript Fetch API and its asynchronous function ”fetch”.
This step involves three consecutive fetch calls: one for creating the deposit in
Zenodo and two for uploading the two files. If the deposit creation is successful,
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Fig. 5: “Your Citations” as displayed by the Chrome extension tool. The user can
copy and paste the automatically created citation snippet pointing to a FAIR
and persistent citation.

the service responds with the deposit ID, which is necessary for the subsequent
uploading process.

Finally, the background script sends a message to the scripts of the opened
pages that were used to capture the rankings instructing them to capture a
screenshot of each page (step [8]). This passage is executed using the html2canvas
library5. html2canvas takes the HTML document’s body as input and returns
a canvas element representing the entire visible page. The canvas is converted
into a blob and subsequently into a file variable, uploaded to the same deposit
using a “fetch” call. The scripts injected on each page notify the popup that the
screenshots are taken by sending a message.

The final step performed by the extension occurs in the popup script, which
prompts the user to confirm the publishing of the deposit to Zenodo or Zen-
odo Sandbox. Upon confirmation, the popup initiates a publish request to the
designated upload destination using a fetch call. The response returned by the
service is used to construct the citation text on the ”Your Citations” section of
the popup.

5 Use Case: Google Scholar

In this use case scenario, we will walk through the process of using the Unipd
Ranking Citation Tool Chrome extension. To begin, users can update their ex-
isting extension or install it from the Chrome Web Store under the name Unipd

5 https://html2canvas.hertzen.com/ [last visited on 30 May 2023.]
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Ranking Citation Tool. Open a new tab in Google Scholar and enter a query
to search for relevant literature. Once the search results are displayed, you can
access the extension by clicking on its icon in the browser’s top right corner.
The extension will present a button indicating the availability of citations on
the current page, along with a list of previously published citations as shown in
Figure 5.

By clicking the button, the extension will execute the necessary code in the
background script and open a predefined number of new pages (as defined in the
options). These pages will gather the data for the rankings on the search results
page. The extension will display a confirmation message indicating that the file
upload is complete and prompt the user to proceed with publishing on either
Zenodo or its Sandbox. After confirming the publishing action, the extension’s
popup will proceed with the publication process. Once completed, a new card
will be displayed, containing the citation for the deposit, Figure 5. Users can
now navigate to Zenodo or its Sandbox and access the upload section to view
the deposit. Clicking on the deposit will provide more details about the files
contained within, including access to different versions, if available.

6 Final Remarks

In summary, our research introduces a novel solution for the citation of web
rankings with the development of the Unipd Ranking Citation tool. This tool,
available as a free and open-source Chrome plugin, addresses the need for FAIR
and persistent citations of web rankings. This tool allows users to generate consis-
tent and reliable citation snippets for web rankings, ensuring proper attribution
and facilitating reproducibility in scientific research and other contexts.

The Unipd Ranking Citation tool represents a significant advancement in the
field as it is the first model and tool specifically designed to address the chal-
lenges associated with citing web rankings. Currently, the tool is compatible with
popular platforms such as Google Scholar, Google, and Twitter. However, our
plans involve expanding its functionality to include other widely used rankings
in research.

It is important to note that the tool relies on parsing the DOM of web pages,
and as a result, it is subject to limitations. If the web page’s structure being cited
changes, the tool’s parser may require updates to maintain its functionality.
Nonetheless, the Unipd Ranking Citation tool provides a viable and practical
solution for improving the citation of web rankings, promoting transparency
and accountability in scientific research and beyond.

Resources

GitHub Repository: https://github.com/aleLotta/ranking-citation.git
Unipd Ranking Citation Tool: https://rankingcitation.dei.unipd.it/
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